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 movie review... movie preview! so what is different from bawarchi movie s comedy in bawarchi movie - The good comedy has many good elements and the remaining is loaded with fake funny so the comedy has its good side but i was not sure of when the comedy is directed towards the viewer this is one of the best comedy ever made in hindi language. the movie has a unique way of telling the story
because it is a comedy but it has some good pathos in it. I don't think that the movie is good for children below 12 but for adults and children above 12 it is good film. the film has good gags in it. the comedy is designed and written in a way that it provides the pathos and the comedy. the quality of the acting is awesome. the story is great. the director has used his talent and effort to make a comedy. the
film is a comedy but the pathos is also present. the film has a lot of humor in it. the film contains some sequences which are hilarious. the film is good because of the scenes and the jokes. i like the comedy of the film. but the film is less in comedy but more in pathos. the film is well made. it has a very good story. i liked the role of the hero. the film has simple comedy but very well written. it has the
right quantity of comedy but it is too much in the comedy. it is a film which i can easily watch it every day. the comedy is awesome in the film. the quality of the director is awesome. the film is an unpretentious comedy, but it is quite enjoyable to watch. i like the director's perfect use of the sound technique. the film contains a beautiful visual effect. the background music in the film is very good. the

film is a very good comedy. the film is better than what the director and the writers expected to make. the film has a good comedy. the characters in the film are very good. the film has a beautiful story line. the film is a very good movie. the direction of the film is very good. the film is well acted. the film is well directed. the film has very impressive music. the film is a little bit boring. it has good
comedy. the quality of the film is very good. the comedy is awesome in the film. the film has been directed by the director well. the film has a good story. the film is good for family viewing 82157476af
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